How to Configure Network Share Function for MVR

1. Introduction of Network Share Function
   1) Network device can share the 3/4G network traffic of MVR through LAN or wireless connection;
   2) What is LAN share function of MVR (Mobile video recorder)?
      Definition: To share the 3/4G network source by connecting to the front LAN interface of MVR;

   3) What is WIFI share function of MVR (Mobile video recorder)?
      Definition: To share the 3/4G network source by connecting to the WIFI AP of MVR;

   4) Before configuration, Make sure that the 3G/4G module of mobile NVR has dialed successfully.

![Network Share Diagram]

![Configuration Settings]
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2. **LAN Share Configuration**

1) Enable the Network Share

![Network Share Configuration Screenshot]

2) Connect the network device to the front network interface of MVR and configure the right IP for it.

![Network Connection Screenshot]
3. **WIFI Share Configuration**

1) Configuration the WIFI-AP function, please enable the WIFI AP, AP Broadcast, WLAN Hotspot, then please write in the SSID and chose the Security model and all the items highlighted in the red square;

![WIFI Share Configuration Diagram]

2) Then connect the network device to the WIFI hotspot of MVR, then it can connect to the internet;
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